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16 Days Of Activism - Highlighting Systemic
Issues In The Sporting Fraternity
By WMACA Director, Miranda Jordan:

WMACA Drive The Campaign To Facilitate Abuse Accusations
Effectively Within Sporting Federations
WMACA Athletes Against Child Abuse used the 16 Days Of Activism to report
back to the public on our experience with reporting and managing abuse cases
within SA Sport over the past year. We have had 31 cases and what has become
clear to us is that our President’s five point plan to combat gender based violence,
a call to ensure adequate care, support and healing for victims of violence has not
been embraced seriously by SASCOC and some of its Federations.

The concerning themes we have noticed are:
The highly publicised swimming case where, despite the case having been reported
many years ago, was ignored by the Swimming SA Federation. When international
media became involved in the case it was because the current report in 2020 was
also ignored. We were then told that their process, which we have yet to have sight
of, requires the case to be reported to the police otherwise they cannot handle it.
We then reported the case to the police and then they said they cannot act
because the case is with the police.
Secondly, in another highly publicised case
involving a teenager in 2020, the case was
reported to the police, who disincentivised the child and family from
pursuing the criminal matter and even went so far as to suggest an
alternative solution involving a financial settlement. We are told by the
National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) that this is in fact CRIMINAL.
In a third case, the matter was reported in 2015 and only replied to late in
2021! This after the accused was arrested in Australia in late October. In
addition, Swimming South Africa said the accused was not registered to
Swimming SA, again calling into question the effectiveness and purpose of
Swimming SA’s membership process.
There have been two cases reported to Netball South Africa, both of
which had been reported to the South African Police Service (SAPS) and
nothing was done by Netball SA. Netball SA have in fact been conducting an
internal investigation one of the cases since 2013 and continue to ignore
our requests for feedback.
Netball SA's response to dealing with the 2013 case was to pay a financial settlement. When questioned,
Netball SA stated that in their "culture" it is normal to deal child abuse cases in this manner. This same
coach was subsequently employed at a private school in Sandton. When WMACA Athletes Against Child
Abuse contacted the school, he was suspended with immediate effect and subsequently the correct

procedures were followed leading to his dismissal. This shows us that the system can work if applied
correctly.
Our deep deep concern is that it appears Netball SA does not have a process to manage these cases and
whatever steps they do employ are driven and managed by personalities. We wonder what message this
sends the world ahead of the 2023 #WORLDCUP #Netball tournament which will be held in Cape Town.

Two separate cases with multiple victims per case have recently come to light in the
GYMNASTICS arena across two provinces.
We have identified that although the South African Gymnastics
Federation (SAGF) were one of the first federations to
implement safeguarding as required by SASCOC, their policies
and reporting processes as well as their internal investigation
process was severely lacking and created confusion between
their process and the formal State criminal justice process.
What we find curious is that when we queried this we were told
that "Section 54 of the sexual offences act does not apply to
gymnastics if the victim is now an adult". This has never been
tested and we are of the opinion that rather than say "the law
doesn’t apply", that professionals exercise their civil, ethical and
moral obligations to support victims in the criminal justice
system.
It is sad that we as WMACA Athletes Against Child Abuse needed to do this 5 years later where we had
numerous challenges registering a case while we supported the victim and in fact found a PREVIOUS case
that had NEVER been followed up on!

We are calling on federations to guide victims through the process rather than run their own
processes. To participate IN the State investigation rather than side-step it.
In the three federations there is a cross cutting issue of reluctance to assist, guide and support the victims
through the formal investigation processes as per the president’s call for a victim centric system.
We raised this concern with the SASCOC safeguarding committee who SHOCKINGLY also appear to have no
mandate!
We were told they have a specialist panel to assist referrals but only once the federations have exhausted
their processes. In our experience this has created a circular argument because the federations appear to
not have or not follow processes.
WMACA Athletes Against Child Abuse’s Olivia Jasriel sits on the safeguarding committee and has been
requesting a list of federations who have submitted their safeguarding policies since the beginning of 2021.
To date, despite the cut-off date of 8 August 2021, she has had sight of none of this information. SASCOC
have also only had one safeguarding meeting in 2021.
Finally, when we queried processes around the processes around the Olympics 2021 we were also told
that the international organising committee does not like political interference in sport. This is not political
interference; these are the laws of our country.
We have, through these processes, become acutely aware of the gaps and limitations of policies and
legislation in the context of Sport in South Africa. We will therefore be releasing a follow up press

statement where we, with the parliamentary portfolio committee will be proposing solutions in line with
the President’s 5 point plan to enhance the policy and legislative framework to protect children.

Highlights
29 October – WMACA Athletes Against
Child Abuse Golf Day
A huge THANK YOU to all the wonderful Golfers and sponsors
who supported the WMACA and WMACA Athletes Against
Child Abuse Summer Golf Challenge!
A special thanks to everyone who helped make the day a
great success.
Very big thanks to Brian Mitchell for his support and auction
items.
Hole 13 was our Halloween watering hole
and proved great fun for all.
From left to right: Olivia Jasriel – WMACA
Athletes Against Child Abuse, Col Heila Niemand Head of SAPS FCS Unit Investigation team, and
WMACA Founder Miranda Jordan

More pics here:
https://www.wmaca.org/pictureswmaca-golf-day-29-october-2021/

27 Nov – Fight With Insight and WMACA
Athletes Against Child Abuse empower
young people
Fight With Insight - The Defender Project - was in
Jozi for the 16 Days of Activism 2021.
The Defender program was initiated by Fight with Insight
Johannesburg, under the leadership of Luke Lamprecht,
himself an avid boxer.
It was developed in response to some of the issues faced
by young women on the streets of Johannesburg. These
relate mainly to them feeling unsafe and the high levels of harassment and gender-based violence.

The aim of the program is to teach young girls, first, street awareness and awareness of their surroundings.
Next to teach them body awareness, specifically around breathing while under stress. Finally giving them
practical Self-Defence and Offence Skills.
The program is run by inner city youth boxing coaches, two of
whom are professional boxers; one a competitive amateur
boxer, their first female inner city boxing coach and their
female academy boxer.
Fight with Insight is a project of the Box Office Gym, which was
started by Luke Lamprecht and Anton Gilmore.

A wonderful initiative, follow Fight With Insight here:
https://www.facebook.com/FightwithInsight/

11 Dec 2021 – Kidz Clinic Christmas Parties
More than 100 child victims of abuse seen at the Alex Kidz
Clinic were treated to an early Christmas party which allows
them to mingle with others and to momentarily brush aside
their problems.
The party was hosted on December 11 in the courtyard of the
Alexandra Police Station which also houses the Kidz Clinic.

Alex Kidz Clinic
manager Elizabeth Mokoena shows off some of the bags filled
with back-to-school stationery that she handed over to the
children. Photo: Zanele Siso/Zanephoto

The annual event has always been supported by the SA
Chefs Association Against Hunger, a group of chefs from
various hotels of the Tsogo Sun Group, who provide the
kids with a sumptuous lunch and some goodies to take
home.
Other sponsors and supporters of the Christmas party include scrap yards around
Alexandra such as Jabulani and Malindi, who support jumping castles and other
entertainment items, including the Friends of Alex who provided the kids with
back-to-school bags filled with stationery items for the new school year.
The annual parties cater for children aged on average between and seven and 12
years, who are mostly victims of various forms of abuse in the home and the
streets of the township.

A resident of Alexandra, Robin, donated money for 120 school bags. For the entertainment, Jumping castles
were sponsored by the owner of a scrapyard in Alexandra.

Lizzy Mokoena and members
from SA Chefs Association
Against Hunger

Kidz Clinics
STATS
3 Year Comparison of Beneficiaries

Adults: Community members assisted, dialogues,
guidance, referrals.
Adults: Educators addressed at School Talks

2021

Beneficiaries

Adults: Feedback, Counselling, Guidance, Workshops

2020
Children: Learners addressed at School talks

2019
Children: Court Preparation
Children: Juvenile Offender and Youth Groups
Children: New Intakes, Assessments, Medicals,
Therapy
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We did of course see a drop off in figures in 2020, when the pandemic started, but not as much as was
originally feared. After the initial shock of the lockdown, we made the decision to run as essential services,
followed strict protocols, and carried on. There was no way we could abandon our clients.
Unfortunately, our educational and preventative talks at schools had to suffer, but we remained in touch
with educators and managed to do group work with them, in order for THEM to be able to support children
coming forward with disclosures.
Intakes climbed again in 2021, allaying fears that children would stop reporting altogether.

SERVICES RENDERED Jan 2021 to Dec 2021
New Intakes: First Visit
Children: Follow-up visits - Psycho-social & Forensic Assessments,
Trauma Evaluation, Risk Factors, Play therapy, Counselling, Further
Therapeutic Work

Girls

729

Boys

474

Girls

2206

Boys

1357

1203

3563

Children: Court Preparation

88

Parents / Grandparents / Caregivers: First Interview/ Intervention
Parents / Grandparents / Caregivers: Follow-up, counselling

895
2912

Parents assisted through Family Preservation & Parenting Skills Groups
Community members assisted: Group dialogues and workshops, consultation, social guidance,
referral to other Government Services or NGO’s
Educators/Adults Addressed at School & Preventative Talks

770
2186
370

Number of Forensic or Psycho-Social Assessment Sessions provided
In-house Forensic Medical Examinations (J88) done

1149
131

Social/Legal/Other Services - Referred to Govt or other NGO's

1819

Disputes Mediated by Kidz Clinic Staff

1617

KIDZ CLINIC PROCESS
The process is structured to reduce fear and anxiety synonymous with abuse, and promote healing. Staff at
the Kidz Clinics conduct a thorough assessment of each child and provide the following services:


Psycho-social and trauma assessment of a
child victim



Compiling an assessment report to be used
in court



Medical examination and treatment,



Counselling and therapy, employing a
variety of methods



HIV/AIDS counselling





Preparation for court testimony (in
collaboration with other service providers)
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CASES PRESENTED Jan to Dec 2021

Qty

%

Rape (incl sodomy)

202

17.9%

Behavioural Problems

188

16.6%

Sexual Assault / Violation

101

8.9%

Emotional Abuse

95

8.4%

Physical Abuse (Common Assault)

82

7.3%

Trauma due to witnessing violence/crime

73

6.5%

Bereavement Counselling

57

5.0%

Family Conflict / Domestic Violence

37

3.3%

Suspected Sexual Abuse

34

3.0%

Juvenile Sexual Activity - 12 & older

33

2.9%

Juvenile Sexual Behaviour - 11 & younger

29

2.6%

Child Neglect

27

2.4%

Assault with intent: Grievous Bodily Harm

21

1.9%

Statutory Rape

21

1.9%

Juvenile sexual experimentation - 5 and younger

20

1.8%

Attempted Rape

15

1.3%

Trauma - due to accident / other

15

1.3%

CASES PRESENTED Jan to Dec 2021

Qty

%

Bullying at school

11

1.0%

Robbery /armed robbery victim (child)

11

1.0%

Suspected abuse and/or neglect (run-aways and lost children brought by SAPS)

10

0.9%

Alleged abuse in Divorce/ Custody cases

9

0.8%

Pornography/Sex Acts - child exposed to

7

0.6%

Intimidation of child

7

0.6%

Attempted Suicide - Child

5

0.4%

Sexual Harassment of child

5

0.4%

Suicide Ideation - child

5

0.4%

Kidnapping

3

0.3%

Attempted Murder of child

2

0.2%

Child Abandonment

2

0.2%

Compelled Rape

2

0.2%

Public indecency (eg child flashed by perp)

1

0.1%

Sexual Assault - by religious/cultural practice, eg "Virginity Testing"

1

0.1%

Of 1131 cases presented, 37% were Sexual Offences

TOP PERPETRATORS

QTY

%

Known Male Adult - Other

126

15.8%

Father

95

11.9%

Unknown Male Adult

81

10.1%

Male Neighbour Adult

63

7.9%

Mother

54

6.8%

Known Male Juvenile - Other

51

6.4%

Uncle Adult

34

4.3%

Male Neighbour Juvenile

26

3.3%

Child's boyfriend Adult

25

3.1%

Stepfather

21

2.6%

Mother's boyfriend

20

2.5%

Male Cousin Adult

18

2.3%
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TOP PERPETRATORS

QTY

%

Male Cousin Juvenile

14

1.8%

Known Female Adult - Other

13

1.6%

Brother Adult

12

1.5%

Grandfather

12

1.5%

Female Neighbour Adult

11

1.4%

Unknown Male Juvenile

10

1.3%

Brother Juvenile

9

1.1%

Stepmother

9

1.1%

SENTENCES AND CONVICTIONS
1.

Perpetrator gender:

Male

Perpetrator age:

30 years

Relationship to victim:

Known Male

Charge:

Rape

Victim age:

13 years

Sentence:

18 years in prison

The victim was raped by a known male neighbour, when she ran away from home, fearing being in trouble
with her parents. She willingly went into the man’s room, where he was renting in the back yard of a
neighbour, because he offered to protect her. He kept her there for two days.

Perpetrators: Known vs Unknown
Unknown Females - Juvenile
Known Females - Juvenile
Unknown Females - Adult
Known Females - Adult
Unknown Males - Juvenile
Known Males - Juvenile
Unknown Males - Adult
Known Males - Adult
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%
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CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
Problem Statement and Objective Strategy for WMACA’s Family and Parenting
Programmes
There is generally not a single factor that results in the abuse or neglect of a child; it is usually a
combination of various factors. In addition, the duration (such as the duration of an illness) or intensity
(such as the level of drug or alcohol abuse) can make it more or less likely that a child will be at risk for
abuse. When trying to understand child abuse and neglect, we often look at possible factors in the adult,
factors based on something in society, and factors based on something about the child.
We will look at a few of these factors over the coming
year:

Psychological or emotional maltreatment of
children may be the most challenging and prevalent
form of child abuse and neglect. Caregiver behaviours
include acts of omission (ignoring need for social
interactions) or commission (spurning, terrorizing);
may be verbal or nonverbal, active or passive, and
with or without intent to harm; and negatively affect the child’s cognitive, social, emotional, and/or
physical development. Psychological maltreatment has been linked with disorders of attachment,
developmental and educational problems, socialization problems, disruptive behaviour, and later
psychopathology.
Psychological maltreatment refers to a repeated pattern of parental behaviour that is likely to be
interpreted by a child that he or she is unloved, unwanted, or serves only instrumental purposes and/or
that severely undermines the child’s development and socialization.4 Recent conceptualization5 of
psychological maltreatment focuses on the caregiver’s behaviours as opposed to the disturbed behaviours
in the child.
From: Roberta Hibbard, MD; Jane Barlow, DPhil; Harriet MacMillan, MD; the Committee on Child Abuse and Neglect
and AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY, Child Maltreatment and Violence Committee;

Types of Psychologically Abusive Behaviours by Caregivers
• Belittling, denigrating, or other rejecting
Spurning

• Ridiculing for showing normal emotions
• Singling out or humiliating in public
• Placing in unpredictable/chaotic circumstances
• Placing in recognizably dangerous situations

Terrorizing
• Having rigid/unrealistic expectations accompanied by threats if not met
• Threatening/perpetrating violence against child or child’s loved ones/objects
• Confining within environment
Isolating
• Restricting social interactions in community
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• Modelling, permitting, or encouraging antisocial or developmentally
inappropriate behaviour
Exploiting/Corrupting

• Restricting/undermining psychological autonomy
• Restricting/interfering with cognitive development
• Being detached or uninvolved; interacting only when necessary

Denying emotional
responsiveness

• Providing little or no warmth, nurturing, praise during any developmental
period in childhood

• Limiting a child’s access to necessary health care because of reasons other
Mental
health/medical/educational than inadequate resources
neglect
• Refusing to provide for serious emotional/behavioural, physical health, or
educational needs

Psychological maltreatment in early childhood is also associated with insecure attachment in adulthood.29 A
recent overview of the evidence found that as the child grows older, such attachment problems interfere
with a number of aspects of later functioning, including peer relations, intimacy, caregiving and caretaking,
sexual functioning, conflict resolution, and relational aggression.29 The findings from longitudinal30 and
retrospective28 studies also suggest a strong association with psychiatric morbidity.
Just as history about a psychological or behavioural problem should be obtained from multiple informants
whenever possible, this is also the case when considering whether a child is being exposed to psychological
maltreatment. Much emphasis has been placed on appropriate skills for interviewing children about sexual
abuse, but it is also important to develop approaches for asking children about their relationships with
caregivers, experiences of discipline (some psychological maltreatment occurs in this context), and feelings
of self-worth, safety, and being loved.
An individual interview with the child becomes
important for assessment of any concerns of major
psychological or behavioural problems. Even very
young children, once they are speaking in sentences,
can often provide this information. It is important to
interview children alone, away from their caregivers,
because they may be experiencing maltreatment
from the very caregivers who accompanied them to
an appointment
At the Kidz Clinics, we employ various play therapy
techniques to conduct these interviews/assessments.
The process is structured to make the children comfortable and to interact in a safe and fun environment.
For children of all ages, major caregivers need to be interviewed (this should be performed individually to
ensure the parent’s safety when asking about such issues as intimate partner violence), and information
should be gathered from teachers or child care personnel.
Although there are no specific physical indicators for psychological maltreatment, it is essential to assess a
child’s growth and development, because these can be impaired in association with exposure to
psychological maltreatment. The extent of impairment can vary; severe forms of psychological deprivation
11

can be associated with psychosocial short stature, a condition of short stature or growth failure formerly
known as psychosocial dwarfism.

How Can We Mitigate These Risks?
Protective Factors are the foundation of the Strengthening Families Approach: parental resilience, social
connections, concrete support in times of need, knowledge of parenting and child development, and
social and emotional competence of children.
Family Protective Factors


Families with strong social support networks and stable, positive relationships with the people
around them



Families where caregivers are present and interested in the child



Families where caregivers enforce household rules and engage in child monitoring



Families with caring adults outside the family who can serve as role models or mentors

What Kidz Clinic Social Workers deal with:
Reporting of psychological maltreatment can be difficult. In some jurisdictions, clear indication of
impairment in growth and/or development may be necessary for a child protective services agency or law
enforcement to accept a report; detailed documentation is essential in such situations.
If identification for the parents of a child being exposed to
potential psychological maltreatment does not lead to
improvement in parenting behaviour, the therapist can then
make referrals to such services as mediation, mental health
services, or child protective services. Careful follow-up is
very important, because parents who are psychologically
abusive may not be reliable in providing information about
their child’s functioning or their own response to
intervention.
Despite ongoing debate about the role of formal child
protection processes for dealing with psychological
maltreatment, there is agreement about the need to
intervene early to minimize poor outcomes.
We provide workshops for parents in-house and these are
mostly well accepted by parents. But we will refer for
stronger intervention when required.
Compiled by Tania Otto – Source list available

PARENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES
Family Preservation Programme
Aim: To assist families preserve good relationships and to strengthen the family support system amongst
individual families and community at large.
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Process:. Themes discussed are as follows:
1. Communication
2. Relationship
3. Parenting styles

4. Family values
5. Family resources
6. Community resources

Parenting Programme
Aim: To equip parents with skills to manage and cope with challenges of raising their children in order to
develop harmonious environment to raise their children.
Process: Topics covered:
1. Communication
2. Relationship between parents and their
children

3. Parenting styles
4. Children’ s rights and responsibilities
5. Positive discipline

From January to December the programmes were attended by
770 adults who were experiencing challenges. (243 Male and 527
Female)

CASE STUDY : CHILD NEGLECT AND PHYSICAL
ABUSE
On the 2nd of September 2021, community members found 3 siblings
alone in their yard.
The children were Male – 2 years old, Female- 6 years old, and Female –
11 years old
Their mother had left the children alone and gone on a trip to Limpopo
overnight, leaving them unattended. The older girl was chained up and
the mother had left with the keys for the padlock. It is further alleged
that this was not the first time the children had been left in this manner.

Since the opening
of the first Kidz
Clinic in 2000,
WMACA have
provided more
than 154,828
treatment sessions
to

26,006 children
and 26,913
parents/
caregivers.

According to community members, the biological fathers of all children
are deceased. According to the intake report, the mother also has a 9
month old male child who is currently admitted at a Boksburg hospital
for a leg injury. It is still to be established if there is foul play involved in
this injury, although the mother claimed the child fell off the bed and
broke his leg. The child has been in hospital since August 2021 and the
mother has not visited the child. She has stated that this is due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and the
restrictions it has brought about.
The children were removed from their home on the 2nd of September by Department of Social
Development Social workers and placed in a temporary place of safety.
The oldest child has a visible scar on the side of her face as a result of physical abuse at the hands of the
mother.
The children have been referred to Kidz Clinic for assessments and counselling. We will also continue to
monitor this case once it goes to court.
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The case raises issues of not only physical and mental abuse of these children, but also the violation of their
constitutional right to education, as it was established that none of the children have attended school.
(The mother has since been arrested and released on bail. The case is currently a court docket awaiting
decision).

GENERAL CLINIC OPERATIONS
KIDZ CLINIC BOKSBURG
We welcome Siphokazi Dondolo, who will be facilitating our new Gender Based Violence Awareness
Programme For Juveniles at the Boksburg Kidz Clinic which started in November 2021.
Siphokazi is a child protection activist born and bred in Johannesburg.
Mentoring high school children, volunteering at orphanages, children’s
missions and preschools afforded Siphokazi the opportunity to see the
impact caused by various forms of abuse on children. Pursuing her
studies in general psychology broadened her understanding of how
trauma permeates the very essence of a child’s being, which negatively
affects how self-actualized they are in their adulthood years.
Programme portfolio
Siphokazi has been appointed as the Gender-Based Violence Primary
Intervention Program Facilitator. The portfolio entails hosting 5 weekly
sessions where we equip child offenders (some who lack criminal
capacity) with life skills to respect boundaries and understand that “No
Means No” from a young age.
Our sessions navigate topics like group norms, relationship building, building self-esteem, anger
management and sex and sexuality education. “These sessions are in progress and I have begun integrating
a segment of debunking harmful gender roles and notions of toxic masculinity that perpetuate patriarchy
and misogyny in society.”

Youth Workshops
Gender Based Violence Awareness Primary Intervention
Programme For Juveniles
We are very proud of this new initiative as an element of our Youth Development Programme. So far, we
have hosted the programme with 3 groups of children as follows:

Wednesday Boys’ group - Venue: Kidz Clinic Boksburg
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The group comprised of 7 boys between ages
11 and 15. The boys were child offenders.
They were well behaved throughout all our
sessions. We debunked stereotypes around
toxic masculinity in a majority of our sessions
and linked them with whatever topic we were
tackling in a particular session. They all
participated in activities done during the
session and the majority of them did the
homework they were given. Our last session
was on the 24th November 2021.
Achievements
Progress was made as some of the boys who
were in denial of what they had done
eventually admitted to the allegations against them.
Programme outline
Session 1: Informational session
Session 2: Group norms and relationship building
Goal of session: Setting of group norms
and building relationship within the group.
Session 3: Building self-esteem
Goal of session: Building positive
self-esteem by:
 Changing negative self-images
into positive ones.
 Forgiving oneself for mistakes
 Increasing autonomy and
individuality
 Learning to assess strengths and
weaknesses realistically

Session 4: Anger management
Goal of the session - To empower group
members with anger management skills:
 To understand where anger
comes from.
 To understand angry impulses.
 To learn positive non-victimizing
methods of expressing anger.
 To learn to control anger
effectively.
Session 5: Sex and sexuality and evaluation
Goal of session: To empower group
members with sex education, values
clarification and gender.

Mary Moodley Place of Safety Group - Venue: Kidz Clinic Boksburg Court Simulation
Room
Reflections
The Mary Moodley group was comprised of girls
ranging from ages 6 and 12. This particular group was
brought in because they inappropriately touched
another child in their dormitory. Throughout the
sessions, the girls reported continual sexual interaction
in their place of safety. However, we tried our best to
maximise on the time we had equipping the kids with
life skills. Our challenge was keeping the kids attentive
15

throughout our sessions hence we used visual aids during story time. In all our sessions, the importance of
not inappropriately touching other kids is emphasised as well as to report to their social worker or anyone
else they trust if they become a victim of sexual abuse. Our last session was on Wednesday, the 08th of
December 2021.
Achievements
One of the girls who was in denial of inappropriately touching a dorm mate eventually confessed while
others refused to. There was increased participation in tackling topics amongst the kids as the sessions
progressed.
Programme outline
Session 1 – Informational session
Session 2 – Group norms and relationship building
Goal of session: Setting of group norms and building relationship within the group
Session 3 – Building self-esteem
Goal of session - Building positive self-esteem by:
 Changing negative self-images into positive ones.
 Forgiving oneself for mistakes
 Increasing autonomy and individuality
 Leaning to assess strengths and weaknesses realistically

Igugulethu Child and Youth Care Centre (CYCC) - Venue: Kidz Clinic Boksburg
Reflections
The Igugulethu CYCC group is comprised of both girls and boys ranging from ages 10 to 15.
During the ‘Building self-esteem’ session, one of the girls showed low self-esteem. When asked why she
doesn’t like anything about herself, she abruptly cried and struggled participating throughout the rest of
the session. This was the same girl who isolated
herself and refrained from participating in
discussions in previous sessions.
Auxiliary Social Worker Shirley spoke to her alone
after the end of the session and found out that
she is a victim of bullying at the place of safety.
During the rest of the sessions, Shirley continually
emphasized that it is wrong to bully and to touch
other kids inappropriately and that should they be
victims of these forms of abuse, they should speak
up.
In light of preventing GBV at a primary level,
Shirley drafted a letter to the social worker at the
home she’s in communication with to ensure that
stringent action is taken against the group of people bullying the girl. Our last session was on Wednesday,
the 10th of December 2021.
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Achievements
During the 4th session, the child who had confided in me about being bullied seemed much happier. There
was increased participation from her side and she was more interactive with the other children.
Programme outline
Session 1 – Informational session
Session 2 – Group norms and relationship building
Overall reflection
It became evident that the most prevalent forms of abuse amongst this group of children was bullying and
sexual violation. In relation to the current scourge of GBV in the country, we believe it is of utmost
importance to hold children perpetrating these abuses accountable, while simultaneously putting
necessary intervention measures like therapy in place for the victims in order to avoid an intergenerational
cycle of abuse.
“I’ll continue considering more ways of increasing the efficacy of the GBV primary intervention programme
based on my experience in the organization thus far and reach out to more places of safety”…. Shirley
Radebe

Staff Training
CPD TRAINING
Our social workers attended in-house training sessions at the Kidz Clinic, presented either by a member of
staff, or a guest speaker.
Supervision sessions are also held for the Boksburg and Alexandra staff members, facilitated by Supervisor
Nonhlanhla Biyase.

IN-HOUSE TRAINING
Topic: Teen Suicide
Date: 17 November 2021

Facilitator: Social Worker Tendai Jakachira

Topic: Ethics Excellency In Counselling
Date: 24 November 2021
Services

Facilitator: Zelda Kruger from Sophiatown Community Psychological

Summary: Training was on defining ethics and specific tools to use when dealing with the concept of ethics.
It was a very refreshing and thought challenging process for the team. Helped to remind us of the
complexity of the issues that we constantly have to grapple with to safeguard the wellbeing of children.

OUTSIDE TRAINING : Everyday Heroes
VENUE: Mary Moodley Place of Safety
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Boksburg Social Auxilliary worker Shirley Radebe attended a 2 day training session held by the Department
of Social Development (DSD) and provided the following feedback summary:
The Programme focuses on victim-centred approaches to crime, and strives towards developing
knowledge of victim issues, strengthening resources, addressing needs of all victims of crime and violence,
stimulating victim supporter participation and prevention of secondary victimization, especially our most
vulnerable groups such as women , children , older persons, people living with disabilities, and LGBTIQ+
The Brand raises awareness and education for the communities through the following episodes/sessions:
Domestic Violence, Human Trafficking, Abuse of People with Disabilities, Abuse of Older Persons, Sexual
Assault, Child Sexual Assault.

Outreach
29 Oct - Benoni City Times Talk
Advocacy Manager Ngaa Murombedzi, on behalf of Kidz Clinic Boksburg, shared with readers the protocols
and systems that are in place
when it comes to teen
pregnancy.
Ngaa said that, as an
organisation that works with
children at the tail end of abuse,
it is difficult for Kidz Clinic to
determine the full extent of
pregnant teens.
"We don't have any real statistics
of teen pregnancies." This is not
to exclude the fact that there
possibly have been pregnant
teens we have encountered as
victims of rape or during our outreaches. It is such a complex field to navigate."
"If we do establish the existence of pregnancy, then we can offer guidance on the way forward and about
criminal processes that can follow if there was abuse." We would have to report the pregnancy as abuse
should the child be under the age of 12."

Community Art Counselling : Luke
Lamprecht On The Rights Of The
Child
Child protection and development expert, Luke
Lamprecht, on the rights of the child from his video
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lecture for Module 1: Introducing community art counselling.
Visit www.training.lefikalaphodiso.co.za for more information about community art counselling training
2022 and to register for the course, or to sign-up for updates.
https://fb.watch/avVVk00aB0/

Education for Parents
Little Ashford Preschool began their 16
Days of Activism with a discussion
targeted at parents on how to
appropriately address gender based
violence with their children, nieces and
nephews. WMACA’s Ngaa Murombedzi
faciliatated the talk, to equip parents
with adequate tools to educate and warn
their children. “Children are in tune with
how they feel, but not many have the
vocabulary. This is where the parents
come in”, said Ngaa

2 December: King David Junior School
Linksfield Webinar – Bullying
“The idea of this webinar came about because we’re
still trying to educate children not to use the term
‘bullying’ loosely,” said principal Ruth Isaacson. “If
children understand what bullying is and what it’s not,
they can alert their parents and teachers who will help
de-escalate the situation and provide preventative
tools for future encounters.”
Using the right language is crucial in determining if a
behaviour is bullying, agreed Jo Hamilton, an
educational psychologist who’s interested in teaching
children how to manage conflict situations. She’s
written a book, The Ultimate Assertiveness Toolbox for
Kids, on the subject.
“A huge difference exists between bullying, and
everyday mean, unkind, thoughtless, competitive,
nasty behaviour,” said Hamilton. Bullying is distinctive
because it’s intentional, repetitive, and creates an
actual or perceived imbalance of power, she said.
Luke Lamprecht, a child protection and development specialist, believes the idea that the bullied become
bullies, and that bullies have poor self-esteem, are both a bit of a myth.
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“My experience of the bullies I’ve been sent [to work with] – and these are proper, taunting, harassing
bullies – is they have an extremely strong sense of themselves,” he said. “They’re just unable to take the
perspective of another, and that for me is the really challenging part to manage.”
Lamprecht’s experience of working mainly with boys and running a boxing gym in Hillbrow has shown him
that boys are quite different. “It tends to be quite explosive, immediate, kind of ‘Let’s shake hands
afterwards and get on with it.’”
This candidate Master of Science in child health said children, especially boys, are often seen by their peers
as weak or a snitch when they seek help. “The idea of becoming a man is somehow performative in the
world. You have to perform. You have to see how many times you can be beaten down and stand up again.
What we don’t recognise is that if we don’t intervene, both the victim of the bullying and the bully are
denied services.”

Asked by a parent watching the webinar what to do when a boy is mean to your daughter,
Lamprecht responded, “You tell your daughter to inform that boy to never talk to you like that
again, because boys don’t talk to girls in mean ways. Boys are kind, and they talk to girls in
kind ways, and girls like kind boys.”
Lamprecht said it’s “mad” that girls have to interpret nasty behaviour by boys as a sign that
they like them. “We cannot allow that to be perpetuated because the long-term consequences
are really dire,” he said. “Parents of boys should tell their boys to not speak to girls in mean
ways, and give them a flower if they like them.” He believes children model their behaviour on
their parents and a world that’s fraught with competitiveness.

Read more here: https://www.sajr.co.za/no-angels-or-demons-in-schoolyard-bullying/

UJ Virtual Sports Conference: No place for sexual assault and abuse in sport
Sports conference told safe spaces must be created
for athletes to report abuse without fear of
retribution.
It is time federations, clubs and coaching bodies stepped
up and did the right thing in the fight against sexual assault
and harassment in sports. This was the message delivered
by the keynote speaker at the University of Johannesburg
(UJ) virtual sports conference on August 19 – 20.
“What is the right thing? Stop covering up for the coaches
and their organisations and stand up for the sports
players,” said Olivia Jasriel (52), a sexual assault survivor
and co-founder of Women and Men Against Child Abuse
(WMACA) Athletes Against Child Abuse.
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She said victim blaming is a primary reason why victims do not speak out. “First rule…believe the person
who is disclosing. There are very few reasons for a victim of abuse to come forward. They have far too
much to lose and little to gain.”
http://witsvuvuzela.com/2021/09/02/with-infographic-no-place-for-sexual-assault-and-abuse-in-sport/

Abuse in Sport
12 Oct - Schools sports and grooming: Why is this such a
widespread issue?
As many as one in three children, in fact, fall prey to opportunistic adults...
Too many stories of school sports coaches taking advantage of their positions are making headlines. If the
headlines are to be believed, it would appear that the sexual abuse of children is widespread in schools and
sports institutions throughout South Africa...
but is it really - and why?
Luke Lamprecht, Head of Advocacy: Women
and Men Against Child Abuse,
tells Parent24 that we don't have any idea of
how widespread the problem is, primarily due
to the lack of disclosure.
Additionally, only convictions are adequately
recorded, and few cases appear in the formal
system.
But, he warns, ultimately, the problem is
endemic. When one uses the expanded
definition of sexual abuse as exposure to something sexually inappropriate, the chances of your child being
exposed to porn, inappropriate behaviours, and even actual criminal abuse, is high, he says.
Lamprecht stresses that the predator's motive is sex. They may try to excuse and validate their behaviours,
but ultimately, they are sexually attracted to children.
Lamprecht explains to Parent24 how predators work their way through a set of stages, to get close to a
child.
https://www.news24.com/parent/family/parenting/schools-sports-and-grooming-why-is-this-such-awidespread-issue-20211012
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The crisis of sexual predators
moonlighting as teachers
Water polo coach and teacher David Mackenzie
was placed on precautionar y suspension by Reddam
House in Bedfordview pending an investigation. He may also not
teach water polo until an investigation by Eastern Gauteng Water Polo
has been completed.
The human resources policies and practices of schools are woefully
inadequate. We know for a fact so far that Mackenzie left the
employment of St Andrew's College in 2018 after being caught aiding a boy out of the school clinic to
his room late at night.
The fact that St Andrew's seemingly did not pursue any action against Mackenzie or attempted to have him
blacklisted as a teacher with the South African Council of Educators (SACE) is appalling.
This allowed Mackenzie to move on to his next teaching gig. Grey College admitted to News24 that they did
not reference checks on Mackenzie and that he had a very good CV. Really? Is that the high water mark for
vetting teachers, especially those who spend hours in swimming costumes with children?
Reddam House in Bedfordview, where Mackenzie taught until he was placed on precautionary suspension
last week, says they did reference checks, and it all came back
clean.
This could only mean one of two things: either Reddam did
not ask St Andrew's College and their principal Alan
Thompson for a reference, or St Andrew's lied to them by
withholding information about the true reason Mackenzie left
the Eastern Cape school.
https://www.news24.com/news24/columnists/adriaanbasso
n/adriaan-basson-the-crisis-of-sexual-predatorsmoonlighting-as-teachers-20210926?fbclid=IwAR3wxH0LS_9nSZZwk1peFaOMxdoE6cpyxOw70aehqRJaAT75RqIhpTUf64

15 Oct - Case against ex-Gymnastics SA
coach arrested for alleged sexual assault
not enrolled in court
(Getty Images)

 The complainant against a gymnastics coach was
present when he was arrested last week.
 Women and Men Against Child Abuse says it received
other complaints against the coach.
 Gymnastics SA says it has barred the coach from registering with it until his criminal case ends.
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Police said the former coach was arrested and charged with sexual assault and appeared in the
Johannesburg Magistrate's Court. The matter was not enrolled by the court; instead the court gave the
investigating officer instructions to investigate further. After implementing these instructions, the docket
will be taken back to court for a decision.
The man, who cannot be named because he has not pleaded, was arrested at his home in the presence of
his complainant.
Olivia Jasriel said: "We confronted
the South African Gymnastics
Federation [SAGF] with the
allegations brought to us by two
victims and other additional
victims who are known to
WMACA.
SAGF
initially
denied
any
knowledge of any misconduct or
allegations of abuse within their
fraternity. We established that
they in fact conducted an internal
investigation which did not provide an outcome that was acceptable due to the fact that the allegations
related to the sexual assault of minors.”
She added:
It was not the place of the federation to conduct these investigations internally. They were obligated to
report this to the police.
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/case-against-ex-gymnastics-sa-coach-arrested-foralleged-sexual-assault-not-enrolled-in-court-20211015

15 Oct – Radio Helderberg – Another Gymnastics Coach Arrested
The organisation’s spokesperson Olivia says the federation initially denied any knowledge of abuse within
their fraternity following an internal investigation.
Listen to WMACA’s Olivia Jasriel here:
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2021/10/15/2021_10_15_RADIO_HELDERBERG_WACA_10H01.MP3

Accused Durban Swimming Coach Still Trains Minors
The efforts of Athletes Against Child Abuse in this case came at roughly the same time the organisation was
trying to bar a swimming coach accused of rape from travelling to a tournament in Ghana with minor
children.
It wrote to Ghana's high commission in Pretoria to block the man from travelling to the country last week.
In that case, a woman, who is now in her 50s, alleges the coach raped her in 1979 when she was 10 years
old. She opened a criminal case in 2020.
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The NPA is currently considering the case and told News24 last week it hoped to reach a decision on how to
proceed soon.
READ | Activist group steps in to stop rape-accused swimming coach from leaving the country with
underage girls

23 Oct 2021 Former swim coach extradited to Brisbane on “indecent
dealings” charges taken to hospital
Australia - Police allege the 78-year-old, who trained elite junior
swimmers across Queensland and overseas for several decades,
indecently dealt with children on nine occasions between 1980 and 1986.
John Wright was arrested on Wednesday and will now face the carnage
he has caused. His allegations of abuse were not followed up by
Swimming SA and one of the victims, who reported the abuse to SSA in
2015, and received a dismissive response from SSA this week, 6 years
later.
South Africa - A former South African junior swimming champion has
blown the whistle on Australian coach John Wright, alleging the trainer
sexually abused him once or twice a week for six months in 1998.
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/former-sa-champion-swimmer-alleges-he-wassexually-abused-by-australian-coach-report20211019?fbclid=IwAR3RDoPmvVuB7Gkd6epKGVrs_QGPid0cit5G2n0McsxrRvz4vUCF8lSrRvI

9 Dec – ENCA –
Scourge of Abuse
in SA Swimming
The scourge of child
sexual abuse in sports
is a global one.
Swimming South Africa
has been hit by allegations
of harassment and abuse.
Swimming South Africa has told parliament
that there could be more cases. Olivia
Jasriel of WMACA Athletes Against Child
Abuse spoke to ENCA.
Watch here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IcfEz
KBS5A
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26 Oct 2021 - Softball coach found dead a day after handing himself over to
police for raping teens in 2016
Complainants say justice will not prevail
A softball coach was found dead at work a day after handing himself
over to police in Johannesburg for charges relating to the alleged
rape of minors in 2016.
Two complainants who laid a charge against the man and wanted to
face him in court, have been left devastated, saying justice would
not prevail now that he was dead.



Two women who claim to have been sexually abused by
their coach as teens say news that he died by suicide has left them devastated.



The two, who were 16 at the time of the alleged abuse, opened a case against the softball coach
for allegedly sexually abusing them in 2016.


According to police, the man was found dead at work on
Thursday last week, a day after handing himself to authorities.

(WMACA assisted the two complainants - who are now in their early 20s
- to open a case against the man for the alleged abuse they said he
subjected them to in 2016.
WMACA's Olivia Jasriel said the complainants raised the matter with her
two months ago. Jasriel also said the man had coached young boys’
baseball. She added that she had alerted Softball South Africa and
Baseball South Africa about the case.
Gauteng police spokesperson Lieutenant-Colonel Mavela Masondo said
an inquest docket was being investigated.
The man handed himself over to the police last Wednesday and was found dead on Thursday. It is
understood that he had committed suicide.
Read full article:
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news
/softball-coach-found-dead-a-day-after-handinghimself-over-to-police-for-raping-teens-in-201620211026?fbclid=IwAR2Yl0CcLUa67voTWMpEJLGvQu
5xMu0S3fMG6htjT5Twleax4eRz6nk0Fvk

‘This is how we take care of each other. Well
done Mets softball team for honouring the victims of
softball coach Eric Nicholls, who took his own life
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after he was arrested on two charges of rape and two of grooming.
I have watched the victims transform from scared young ladies to empowered warriors in the space of
about two months.” – Olivia Jasriel

Advocacy
20 October 2021 Update:
Oldest Historical Abuse Case –
Cape Town
‘Two Sisters’ Survivor Claudine
Shiels provides an update on the
historic sex abuse case she
opened in 2017.
There's been a significant development in the case of two women seeking justice for sexual abuse they say
they suffered at the hands of two family friends over 45 years ago. In December 2019, the defence argued
that the charge sheet should not be read in conjunction with sections from the Criminal Law (Sexual
Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act, 2007.
The magistrate at Wynberg Court upheld the defence's argument, however, the National Prosecuting
Authority (NPA) sent the ruling to the High Court.
These sections in the Amendment Act afford protection to victims in historic cases from negative inferences
relating to the length of time that it's taken to report. - Claudine Shiels, Abuse survivor
This week the High Court has overturned the magistrate's ruling. Shiels says the ruling means victims of
historic sexual abuse will not be able to be penalized for not reporting earlier.
The case was set to resume on 26 November
https://www.iol.co.za/capetimes/news/sexual-abuse-victims-score-victory-in-western-cape-high-court27bf3023-37fa-426f-8458-0fdcf0a72cc2

16 Days Of Activism
It’s been three decades since the 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence campaign —
running from Nov. 25, the International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women, to Dec. 10,
International Human Rights Day — was launched in 1991.
And yet, there is still an obvious need for the campaign’s existence, with one in
three women and girls globally experiencing gender-based violence (GBV) in their
lifetimes.

In South Africa, meanwhile, over half of women (51%) report
experiencing GBV.
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According to the Africa Health Organisation, a woman is killed in South Africa as a result of violence or
abuse every three hours — making the femicide rate in the country almost five times higher than the global
average.
South African women, and women everywhere, have the right to bodily autonomy and to own their own
bodies, to be safe in their homes and communities, to be safe from online harassment and abuse, and for
their rights to be protected.
Yet the issue of GBV in South Africa has been getting worse, not better. When a high-level lockdown was
mandated in the country due to the COVID-19 pandemic in
2020, it escalated domestic violence. In the first three weeks
of lockdown, more than 120,000 cases were reported by the
government’s GBV command centre. This is not taking into
account cases that went unreported.
Meanwhile, 76% of men in South Africa have admitted to
being a perpetrator of GBV at least once in their lifetime. Yet
the narratives we so often hear around GBV put the focus on
women and girls to protect themselves against it. While it's
important for women and girls to understand the risks of GBV,
there must be an overall effort to combat the issue from all
sides. Having men and boys as allies in the movement is essential to bringing GBV to an end.

22 Nov – Newzroom Afrika – Child Safety – SA in Crisis
69 More children were murdered
between July and September this
year, compared to the same
reporting period last year.
Head of advocacy for Women and
Men Again Child Abuse and Child
Protection Specialist, Luke
Lamprecht; National coordinator
at Missing Children South Africa,
Bianca van Aswegen; counselling
psychologist Jenna Bayer;
attorney at Centre for Child Law,
Stanley Malematja; and Edith
Kriel, a social worker and executive director at Jelly Beanz unpack who needs to be held accountable for
this.
Watch this insightful discussion here: https://youtu.be/qK2NF0-EK9Q
Luke Lamprecht said: “We need to recognise that children’s ability to have agency to access their
own rights in SA, regardless of all this progressive legislation, is almost zero.
They are entirely reliant on some kind of adult duty bearer to step up and take responsibility and act as the
duty bearers to the rights of children. So it’s a systemic failure of adults in our society. We’ve never really
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had issues with the ability to create the correct laws. The enacting of the laws is the real problem.
Are we making progress? Absolutely not. On the contrary, lots of children’s rights over the last 600 days, in
my opinion, are regressing.
In a constitutional democracy where we should be seeing children’s rights progressing, it’s actually going
backwards.”
Even our long-time colleague Edith Kriel, a highly respected specialised Social Worker, admits that she
sometimes doesn’t know how to deal with the broken system, and that the Dept of Social Services basically
falls short of the services they should be rendering.

“Not only do we
have a positive
duty to protect
children, we also
have a negative
duty not to harm
them” …. -Luke
Lamprecht

Shame, neglect and monetised trauma — the tragic experiences of teen
moms in SA
The fear of being shamed at state facilities and
exorbitant costs of private healthcare exposed
desperate pregnant teenagers to the healththreatening option of illegal abortions.
A STATS SA report revealed that 33,899 births registered in
2020 occurred to mothers aged 17 years and younger.
More than 600 mothers aged 10-13 years had given birth
earlier but only registered the births in 2020, while 499
children in the same age group gave birth last year.
Ngaa Murombedzi from Women and Men Against Child
Abuse, an anti-child abuse organisation in Johannesburg’s Alexandra township said teenagers who sought
abortion faced multiple challenges.
The fear of being shamed at state facilities and exorbitant costs at private health facilities exposed
desperate pregnant teenagers to the health-threatening option of illegal abortions.
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https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2021-11-23-shameneglect-and-monetised-trauma--the-tragic-experiences-of-teenmoms-in-sa/

RSG Spektrum: International Men’s Day
19 Nov 2021 was International Men’s Day and the theme was:
better relationship between men and women.
Women and Men Against Child Abuse representative, Luke
Lamprecht shares more about the goal of this day... For instance, to
establish better relationships between men and all of society, and
make people aware that not all men are guilty of abuse. Men also
get hurt and have there is a huge stigma around seeking help for
mental health. Luke told Suzanne Paxton that must tell men that
they may also have emotions and it doesn’t make you less of a man.
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2021/11/19/2021_11_19_RSG_
WACA_12H48.MP3

702 Drive – John
Perlman Show
Ngaa Murombedzi is the
Spokesperson for Women and
Men against Child Abuse and
she talks about the high
number in the crime stats of
violence against women and
children.
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Bro
adcast/2021/11/19/2021_11_19_RADIO_702_WACA_15H52.MP3

21 Nov – Webinar: Uncovering The Truth About
Male Sexual Abuse In Our Community
An issue which is hardly ever spoken about publicly, but must
absolutely be addressed. Presented by Koleinu SA, Wendy Hendler
and Rozanne Sack, the speakers included:

When we talk about
#cancelculture let us
put a pin on cancelling
thought patterns that
view all males as
perpetrators, creating
hostility and excluding
men and boys from
raising awareness and
contributing to the
GBV conversation.
We have to foster
opportunities for men
and boys to confront
harmful practices in
their communities,
bringing to light how
they understand their
role in society and in
protecting women and
children.
"As major perpetrators,
the target audience for
primary prevention,
holders of the social
norms and influencers
on other men, men
need to be engaged to
reduce and prevent
gender based violence
in their communities"
-Koshuma Mtengeti

Nicholas Ingel – Survivor, Recovering alcoholic, speaker, coach and
entrepreneur
Manny Waks – Abuse Survivor and leading global advocate against
child sexual abuse, and our own
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Luke Lamprecht –
Child Protection and
Development
Specialist
Watch the Webinar
here:
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=8Kl8Te
NQ0uw
(Luke starts at 1:15)

The top 10 myths of male sexual abuse and rape – South African Male Survivors
of Sexual Abuse
https://www.samsosa.org/wp/the-top-10-myths-of-male-sexual-abuse-andrape/?fbclid=IwAR0-OoU7PFIW33VkTL2gYyONuc_ongU8k4kIMsch_nAa1hMEes3nNJBxbJs

Limpopo MEC pleads with the court to deny Rape and Murder suspect bail
6 December - @sabcnews
Image: Reuters
A woman holding a placard written "Stop killing us"
during a march against GBV.

Limpopo Social Development MEC, Nkakareng
Rakgoale, says the court should not grant bail to a
28-year-old suspect who allegedly raped and
strangled to death a six-year-old girl at Praktiseer
township outside Burgersfort.
Boikgathatso Komape was allegedly lured into the
suspect’s house where she was allegedly raped before being strangled on Friday. The victim’s body was
apparently found under a tree and covered with a T-shirt.

Positive masculinity
Meanwhile, non-profit organisation Women and Men Against Child Abuse says introducing children to
positive masculinity from an early age is crucial in the fight against child abuse.
Spokesperson for Women and Men Against Child Abuse, Ngaa Murombedzi says, “Children shouldn’t be
punished because the parents are no longer together, especially because the father is in a position to
contribute positively.”
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“So we want our society to also start addressing fathers, addressing male role models, male figures in the
children’s lives so that this becomes a holistic conversation around how do we as society, men and women
curb the scourge of child abuse,” Murombedzi adds.
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/warning-graphic-content-limpopo-mec-pleads-with-the-court-todeny-gbv-suspect-bail/

Hit these links and subscribe, for all our latest news:
https://www.facebook.com/WMACAKidz
https://www.facebook.com/athletesagainstchildabuse
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIsXqaMILKg0Q3oRydib2qw

Prominent Johannesburg
Advocate And Friend In Court
For Rape, Grooming, Sexual
Exploitation And Trafficking
Sordid details of how a prominent advocate and
his co-accused allegedly used social media to lure
boys into human trafficking, sexual exploitation,
grooming, assault and rape have been revealed in an
indictment before the high court.
The pair, aged 63 and 52, face a slew of charges including
unlawful possession of child pornography, human trafficking,
sexual assault and exploitation and rape for incidents that
allegedly took place between September 2020 and July 2021.
The advocate was granted R20,000 bail and his co-accused
R6,000 bail.
The state alleges that the advocate’s co-accused had a cell
phone containing images of child pornography in his possession.
The phone also contained photos of teenage boys posing naked.
He is also accused of creating or assisting to create child pornography.
The advocate was allegedly found in possession of images of child pornography on a cell phone. The images
were of known and unknown minor children. Other images and videos were stored on a computer.
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When the case was postponed in October 2021, WMACA’s Ngaa Murombedzi said at the time: “We
welcome the postponement because it is centred around strengthening the case that the prosecution can
bring before the court. We are aware and appreciate the intricacies involved in investigations against child
pornography and the use of the internet as a medium to commit the crime.

04 Dec 2021 - Top advocate, co-accused now face more than 700 charges, including child
pornography and
human trafficking
WMACA were present in
court when the State
handed over the final
indictment, which
contained 735 charges.
The final indictment
paints a picture of a wellorganised child sex ring
that targeted minors grooming them and then
selling them to be raped.
The indictment lists four
victims between the ages of 15
and 16.

Siphokazi Dondolo – Boksburg Kidz Clinic, Miranda Jordan – WMACA
Founder, Olivia Jasriel – WMACA Athletes Against Child Abuse Founder

The victims were allegedly targeted through social media, then trafficked to Gauteng, where they were said
to be sexually groomed before being sold to clients.
While most of the new charges in the final indictment relate to the unlawful possession, creation and
importing or procurement and distribution of child pornography, both the advocate and his co-accused face
a host of new charges, including rape and sexual assault.
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/top-advocate-co-accused-now-face-more-than-700charges-including-child-pornography-and-human-trafficking-20211204

In conversation with Luke: Luke Lamprecht, Head of WMACA Advocacy on the
nature/ nurture debate about the cause of violent behaviour.
Watch here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhO0jG5mQlY
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Thank you for your support!
If you would like more details about the
organisation, or press clippings of our cases,
please contact tania@wmaca.org
If you would like a formal funding proposal or
discuss branding and marketing opportunities,
please contact kevin@wmaca.org

WOMEN & MEN AGAINST
CHILD ABUSE
Head Office:

4TH Floor, Capital Hill, 6
Benmore Road, Sandton,
Gauteng
Tel: 011 789 8815

KIDZ CLINICS
ALEXANDRA

BOKSBURG

Alexandra SAPS, Victim Support
Unit
No. 69, 15th Avenue, Alexandra

99 Market Street
Boksburg

Tel: 011 321 7614/5

Tel: 011 892 0404

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/WMA
CAKidz/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/athlet
esagainstchildabuse/
Website: http://www.wmaca.org

We are a registered Non-profit
Company with Section 18A Tax
status, and are BEE compliant.
Section 21 Company Registration:
2000/010605/08
Child Protection Org No.
12/2/2/8/36
NPO No.: 005-213
Section 18A PBO Tax Exemption
Number 130003256
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